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Parking battle overflows
into state political arena
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By H. Kim Lew
The controversy over downtown
parking in San Jose has apparently
overflowed into state politics
beyond the restricted boundaries of
Santa Clara County’s Superior
Court.
The case, currently in the
preliminary hearing stages, involves the city’s "preferential
parking" ordinance approved this
summer
banning non-resident
parking between 12th and 17th
streets.
In Friday’s hearing before
Judge 0.
Vincent Bruno, a
representative from the state attorney general’s office challenged
the validity of the city ordinance and
the consititutionality of a state
statute authorizing it.
The attorney general’s office is
using this case to challenge the 1976
state law, according to Richard
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Mayers, representing the university
and the attorney general’s office
"There’s no question but that
the San Jose ordinance is persuant
to the state law," Mayers said "We
are challenging the validity of the
state statute."
In his brief to the court, Mayers
cited an opinion written prior to the
enactment of the city ordinance by
City Attorney Willie Lott which
questioned the validity of such an
ordinance.
opinion
questioned
"That
whether such a law was valid,
because there had been no state
court decision, in the state appellate
court or in the state supreme court,
which determined the law was or
was not constitutional," Lott said in
a telephone interview with the
Spartan Daily yesterday.
"Since that was written )July)
my opinion has changed," he said

Both Lott and Mayers consider
this an unusual situation because of
the position of challenger that the
attorney general’s office has taken.
"The usual role of the state
attorney general’s office is to defend
state law, in this case it is
challenging it," Lott said.
The statute in question is part of
the vehicle code, authorizing local
authorities to designate certain
areas for the "preferential parking"
of residents or merchants, and
excluding autos without permit
stickers.
SJSU
administrators
consistently have claimed the city ordinance to be unconstitutional, while
city officials viewed the ordinance
as compliant to state law.
The
Friday hearing was convened to
determine whether a preliminary
injunction, barring the city ban,
would be implemented
extending

the Sept. 7 temporary restraining
order to the as yet undetermined
trial date.
It is unclear when Judge Bruno
will give his ruling on the injunction,
but a spokesman from SJSU
Executive Vice President Gail
Fullerton’s office said that no indication on the ruling is expected for
several days.
Neither Lott nor Mayer would
speculate on when the ruling would
come down.
The temporary
restraining order is not a ruling per
se. but merely maintains the status
quo until a ruling is made at the
preliminary hearing.
When Judge Bruno finally
decides whether or not the evidence
presented by SJSU warrants a
preliminary injunction, he will likely
set an official trial date for the
university’s battle with the city.

U.C. lawyer denies charge
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Bakke case bungled,aide says
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Homosexuals
escape their
harassment
By Brian Hoey
Some came alone. Others
brought their lovers. But all were
there for the same reason to meet
and be with others who shared a
common identity.
Homosexuality.
This was the weekly meeting of
the Gay Student Union. A place
*here they could seek out others of
their own kind without fear of
rejection, harassment or ridicule.
A chance to relax in an atmosphere of friendship and understanding seemingly light years
away from the world waiting just
outside the doors of the S.U.
Almaden Room.
More than 50 persons attended
last Thursday’s gathering, dubbed
Creativity Night because members
were given an opportunity to perform before the group, reciting
poetry or playing a musical instrument.
Dress and age ranged from
students wearing T-shirts. jeans and
sandals to a white-haired executive type decked out in a three-piece
double knit business suit.
Called to order by GSU
President Matthew Savoca, the
meeting quickly turned to discussion
of a proposed plan to have Assemblywoman
Elaine
Noble
of
Massachusetts fly out for a gay rally
Oct 23.
Noble, a lesbian -feminist, is the
only homosexual to be elected to an
office above city council in the
United States.
to
GSU
Vice
According
President Paul Boneberg, her appearance will depend upon whether
the C1SU can raise the funds to cover
her expenses.
The meeting then turned toward
the creativity aspect While the
poems were being read, people
began to search the room for friends
pi esent or potential.
Flashing smiles, winks and head
nods passing between them provided
the backdrop for oratories lamenting lost loves, gay bar courtships
and one night stands.
*
Some sat slouched in their

chairs, eyes closed while the poets
droned on. Others leaned forward
intenUy, hanging on every word.
Whatever the style, all were enthusiastic and each speaker
received a prolonged round of applause after every poem.
Savoca wrapped up the entertainment by playing a few
bluegrass numbers on his guitar.
"Notice the pink triangle
(pick I," he said, to the amusement
of his audience.
Most of the meeting was conducted in an informal way, with
members chipping in with comments and jokes throughout the
evening.
At one point the matter of gays
in the Journalism Building’s
restrooms ( Spartan Daily, Sept. 12)
came up in discussion. One of the
members who was not an SJSU
student asked if there really were
gays hanging out there.
"Haven’t you heard?" quipped
another, a cigarette dangling from
his fingers.
Even Savoca couldn’t resist,
barely concealing a grin as he
remarked. "That place has been a
hot spot for years." a comment that
sent the group howling.
Most of the people attending did
not mind being photographed, but
there were a few who moved to a far
corner to evade the lens. One man
went so far as to follow the
photographer around in order that
he could stay behind her on any shot
in which he might have been visible.
Most also refused to reveal their last
names.
Some persons who attended
were there for the first time, ’while
others had been going there for
years
"This is my second time," said
Jerry, a sophomore art history
major. "I really like the open atmosphere around here. I used to go
to (California Polytechnic State
University at) San Luis Obispo
What a hick town that was. Open
nese is much more acceptable up
north."
(Continued on page’)

By David Willman
and (ieene Rees
The chief U.C. Regents attorney
has heatedly disputed a White House
aide’s recent statement about the
controversial U.S. Supreme Court
case involving Allan Bakke.
Responding to a question about
the Bakke case, Les Francis, Carter
Administration legislative projects
coordinator, told a campus political
science class Friday:
"U.C. I Davis) did such a crappy
job. It is as if they did it on purpose,
so that the issue would come out."
Donald Reldhaar, general
counsel for the U.C. Regents, offered
this comment of Francis’ statement
in a telephone interview Monday:
"It’s outrageous, ridiculous and
totally untrue."

Some other topics Francis
discussed were the performance of
President Carter. the resignation of
Bert Lance and affirmative action
programs in general.
In response to another question.
Francis said he agreed with a
Justice Department statement
issued last week which said that
minority admission quotas are
unconstitutional.

administration improperly handled
the Lance affair from the beginning.
"We were sacrificing a more
important commodity
credibility
with the press) for a lesser commodity (defending Lance
"Jody’s (Powell I
credibility
with the press is more Important
than anything."
Powell is White House press
secretary.

He added. "Extraordinary steps
should be taken to admit minority
students into the university."
He declined to speculate what
those "extraordinary steps" should
be.

Francis said he is "impressed"
with the President’s abilities.
"He is terribly bright. He has a
tremendous intellectual ability. He’s
tough, you know where he’s coming
from. He sets very high standards
for his staff."

In assessing the resignation of
Lance, the former director of the
Office of Management and Budget,
Francis said, "It was not so much
Bakke, a 36-year-old white the Congress vs. the administration.
applicant for U.C. Davis Medical but (Sen. Abraham) Ribicoff and
School, claims he was denied ad- (Sen. Charles) Percy vs. the admission to the program because of ministration and the press vs the
administration.
minority admission quotas
"If anyone is perceived as the
The remarks by Francis came
during an hour-long question -and - victor," he said, "it was the press it
answer session with a class taught raises serious questions about that
by Ellen Boneparth, assistant whole area."
Francis added that he felt the
professor of political science.

Francis, however. said he felt
the Carter Administration "has not
paid sufficient attention" to the
western and southwestern portions
of the country.
When asked about possible
further implications of the South
Korean bribe scandal. Francis said
the matter may be far from over
"There will probably he some
further indictments. It could involve
four or five more sitting members of
Congress," Francis said.

The 1965 SJSU graduate in
Education said he was very pleased
with the progress of Carter’s energy
program in the House, but admitted
that the President’s package is
being "carved up" by the Senate.
This Is due in part, he said. to the
manner in which House Speaker
Thomas P. O’Neill. D -Mass., approaches his job. and the way Senate
Majority Leader Robert Byrd, D
W.Va., approaches his.
"O’Neill is a point man for the
administration," Francis said
"Byrd sees himself as an advocate
of Senate posit ions. "
Francis said afterwards that he
is involved in weekly staff meetings
with Carter.
He said his job is to study past
Congressional voting records,
recent polls of Congress’ opinions
and then formulate strategy for the
White House.
"We make projections about
which group of Congress is the swing
group. They are then targeted tor
special attention."
Special attention could mean a
phone call from the President or
other top administration officials,
according to Francis

Smoking clinics are solution
Negative approach
proves positive
By H. Kim lea
Cigarette smoking. It can
leave the tissue of a human’s
lungs scarred and useless, with
the oxygen -absorbing cilia numb
from hydrogen cyanide gas.
A heavy smoker will feel the
plague strongest when he Wakes
up in the morning, his chest
heavy with a tired dampness
clinging to his lungs
It’s a slow death that almost
every smoker has desired to
leave behind. There are several
solutions:
Forget it and carry on
Quit cold turkey.
Or, take part in one of the
popular stop-smoking programs.
that can cost from $35 to $450.
The method used to "help"
people quit the habit can vary as
dramatically as the price. Shock
treatments, hypnosis and group
rap sessions are used by the
purveyors of stop -smoking
facilities.
The most expensive and
perhaps the best known of the
stop -smoking clinics are the
Schick Centers.
These centers started in 1970
in Seattle, Wash., and now insites
different
2:1
clude

throughout the western United
States.
A San Jose branch of the
Schick Center opened in April at
13615. Winchester Blvd.
The MO Schick method inreln
"negative
volves
forcement." During the first five
days of a nine -week therapy,
clients are shocked into an
for
distaste
"instinctive"
smoking. according to Keith
Dawson, director of the San Jose.
office.
Most of the stop -smoking
clinicians agree that a person has
to be mentally prepared before
he can extricate himself from the
smoking habit.
"Those people alto arccoerced into quitting have a
much tougher time," according
no
"There’s
Dawson.
to
correlation between the years
spent smoking or the rate smoked
with difficulty in quitting.
"It really boils down to
motivation."
The technique used by Schick
Centers is a classic example of
conditioning"
"operant
utilizing negative stimuli to alter
a behavior pattern.
(Continued on page 6)
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Technician Locee Beard of the Schick center grimaces as a
shock is administered for picking up and puffing a cigarette.
The smoker is flooded with negative images of smoking.
such as the pile of cigarette butts. to discourage her from
reaching for the cigarette.
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Uninvolved student
far cry from 1967
By Jan Greben
Ask a college student, circa 1967.
to join the protest against. say. the
ban on pot smoking in the cafeteria
and he would likely reply.

jobs available upon graduation.
While employment was
worrisome topic 10 years ago,
didn’t approach the paranoia whit
abounds today.

"Hell, yeah, I’ll come!
close the building down."

Plain numbers exhibit this. I
1967. there were 1,700 applicatio
for the 300 spots at the Stanfor
University Graduate School
Business. This year. about 4,3
students requested admission.

Let’s

Ten years later, ask the
student’s younger brother, now a
student at the same university, to
merely discuss the Bakke decision.
and
he’ll
probably
answer,
lackadaisically,: "No, sorry. Got to
study."
Though these examples are
somewhat farfetched, the fact
remains that there is a decidedly
different slant in the outlook of
university students today from our
radical ancestors of 10 years ago.

Jan Groben is a
Spartan Daily stall writer

In the good old days of People’s
Park and radical Mark Rudd, while
about half of the students stuck to
their studying, it was the "fringe"
pupils
caught between their
continually outraged moral beliefs
and their want for a job that kept
the movement alive.

Something ’rotten’ in England?

Johnny and the ’Sex Pistols’
By Bill Weeks
"We are tired of hearing that
’get a job, do this, do that’ shit. What
for? There ain’t no goddamn jobs,
man. There ain’t no goddamn
future. We’ve all had it. That’s
really what we are all about."
Johnny Rotten of F.ngland’s "Sex
Pistols."
If the term "punk rock" places
in your mind a picture of a few
spacecLout, irrational, fun -loving
rockers singing "White Punks on
Dope" while their fans smoke joints,
drink cheap wine and throw up on
the way home, don’t feel alone.
I was always under the impression that "punk rock" was
monotonous
basically harmless,
music played in a circus-like atmosphere for an easy way for young
teenagers to rebel against their
parents on weekends.
I thought groups like "Kiss,"
"The Tubes" and "The New York
Dolls" all fell into this category a
lot of gimmicks and fun, but not too
much talent.
Recently. however, I picked up a
copy of England’s Melody Maker.
Britain’s most popular rock
magazine. where I first became
aware of a "punk rock" band called
"Johnny Rotten and the Sex
Pistols."
The reason so little is heard
about "The Pistols" in this country,
according to Melody Maker, Is
because the Associated Press, the

11 RITE 1 S
The Spartan Daily encourages
regarding
your
comments
editorials, comments, news stories
or anything you might have on your
mind.
Best read letters are short 1254)
words and to the point. The Spartan
I tally reserves the right to edit tor
libel, length and style All tenets
should he signed with the militia
name, major and lass standing.
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largest newspaper wire service in
the world, refuses to run stories
about them.
In Just one Issue of Melody
Maker, coverage of the group filled
almost half their pages with some
strange reports like the following:
The "Sex Pistols" relvz..st a
song entitled "God Save the Queen"
for England’s Silver Jubilee. It is
referred to as an "anti-anthem"
"God Save the
lyrics
with
racist
her
Queen and
a
you
regime made
moron there’s no future."
The record has been banned by
the British Broadcasting Company
two other independent
BBC),
stations and the three major retail
England:
chains
in
record
Woolworth’s, Boots and W.H. Smith.
Queen,"
Save
the
"God
nevertheless, entered the British
charts at Number 11 and sold 60.000
copies a week for over three months.
The "Sex Pistols’ " follow-up record,
"Pretty Vacant" is also in huge
demand.
The "Sex Pistols" themselves
have been banned by every major
promoter in England and in most
concert halls and universities,
despite constant protests from their
fans.
During the rare times the group
finds a place that will house one of
their concerts, the amount of
violence never seems to go below the
extraordinary. Rather than dance,
"Sex Pistols" fans prefer to hit each
other, harder and harder as the
night goes along, while the band
plays.
This often results In breaking
bottles over each other’s heads
which inevitably brings out knife
fights. Johnny Rotten himself was
stabbed during a performance last
.luiv.

LETTER P01.111’
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from
individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily is as follows:
Letters should be submitted at
The Daily office I JC 205i between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., weekdays or by
mail to The Forum Page, care of
The Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA. 95114.
All tette’
must include the
writer’s sign,
e,
major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed, the
phone number and address will
remain confidential.
Letters should be typed, doublespaced and self -edited. Because of
the limited time available to retype
handwritten letters, typed letters
are preferred. Best read letters are
250 words or fewer.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Freelance articles should be
submitted directly to the editor -in
chief. Final judgment as to how a
freelance article is used, or if it is
used, rests with the editorin-chief.

"Sex
Pistol"
fans adorn
themselves in the usually "punk
rock" fashion with make-up ranging
from stars over their eyes to Nazi
swastikas
tattooed
on
their
foreheads.
group
the
politically
While
considers themselves anarchists.
Adolph Hitler is the politician they
appear to admire the most. "He
would do a hell of a better job with
England than the bastards in the
Parliament." states Johnny Rotten.
Parliament member Marcus Lipton
said that if "punk rock" was going to
try to destroy Britain, "then it ought
to be destroyed first."
Put now it appears the "Sex
Pisto,s" will be a group the entire

world can enjoy. According to the
Oct. 6 issue of the Rolling Stone,
record companies and promoters In
this country want to have the group
tour this country and plans to
release "God Save the Queen" are
already off the ground.

Sal Weeks is the
Assistant Forum Page Editor

In the event they do make it, and
the band becomes the next rock
phenomenon, you can find me
digging out some old. dusty 455,
trying to convince myself that
Lawrence Welk isn’t all that bad.

This borderline faction, num.
bering about 30 percent of the
student population, eventually
united with the small, dissenting
element of the student body to
provide a cohesive protest against
various social ills of that time.
Today, while the same half that
studied in the past still hits the books
today, and the same small numbers
of activists still abound, it is the
"fringe" people that have moved
over to the other side.
They don’t protest anymore.
they study.
Disregarding noted sleepwalker
S.I. Hayakaya’s analysis that "the
present generation is disillusioned
with the near fascism of the ’605."
there are a few reasons for this
change in student identification.
Undoubtedly the most influential cause, and one which will
probably soon make the cover of
Time magazine labeled as "the new
school spirit," is, simply, the lack of

Additionally, pupils are regale
daily with horror stories stabil
that. presently. one half or so o
every 100 graduates of their field o
study have found jobs relating t
their college interest.
Obviously this causes many t
take
their
schooling
rathe
seriously. But there is more to
change in student attitudes than
lack of jobs would indicate.
A Stanford University Vic.
President, Robert Rosenzwieg
recently stated this opinion:
"Some external circumstance
have changed obviously, the en
of the t Vietnam) war and the end o
the draft were very significant
What they did was take the im
mediacy out of political action."
How very true. The one
passionate issue today at SJSU. th,
Bakke decision, could eventual
affect any student who desires
advance to graduate school.
You can count on the fingers, o
even the thumb, of one hand aw,
other controversial subjects that art
widely discussed.
And though there were added
underlying causes for the ’60s
protest
including a reaction to the
lack of activism of the 1950s and the
influence of the Beatles
Vietnam
provided the impetus that bonded
students together in both a political
and emotional sense.
Once the war and the drati
wound down in the early 1970s, much
of the protest disappeared. too.
Nothing as threatening as the
war has since appeared on the
horizon.
Until something does or the jot
market rapidly improves. look t t,t
the calm campus disposition le
continue.

Letters to The Daily
Daily editorial
Editor:
I would like to go on record as
opposing the Spartan Daily Editorial
of Monday, Sept. 19, in which the
view was expressed that SJSU
President Bonzel should debate the
Revolutionary Students Brigade
regarding his opinion on the Bakke
decision.
While I thoroughly disagree with
Dr. Bunzel’s viewpoint on the Bakke
decision, I must agree with him that
any debate between him and the
RSB would be a pointless effort.
especially on his part.
After spending two years here at
SJSU, I have witnessed the RSH in
many of their so-called "debates" in
the past. The RSB does not debate.
Their spokesperson will recite
rhetorical arguments, repeat catch
phrases, give vague generalizations
and be insulting and rude, but they
will rarely present fact or even try to
listen to any opposing viewpoint.
When all else fails, the RSB will
resort to calling someone a "Jacky"
for the capitalists.
I would also like to take issue
with the Daily’s statement that since

the RSB is composed of SJSU
students, he should find time to
debate them. This statement is
ridiculous. Dr. Bonze’ should make
time to speak with the students, but
only when the group is at least a
significant minority viewpoint. The
RSB represents less than 1 percent
of the SJSU student body. Are we to
ask Dr. Bunzel to push all else aside
when a vocal group of 15 students
asks him to debate them? Personally. I would rather see Dr.
Bunzel spend that time trying to find
a solution to the parking problem, an
issue more directly concerning his
job here at SJSU.
I fully realize that this letter will
probably bring an attack on me by
the RSB as being a "tacky" for the
capitalists, but since they cannot
speak in any other terms, so be it.
do not agree with the final goals of
the RSB trevolutionl, nor do I see
socialism as being a viable
economic alternative. I do not
particularly have any great fond
nem for capitalism either, but hope
that someday a median between the
two can be achieved.
Finally. I should like to state
that I hope that when Dr. Bunzei
makes his next meeting with the

students of SJSU la proposed
meeting to discuss the parking
situation the ttSB will kindly allow
those students who would like to see
the President of SJSU discuss an
SJSU problem to do so. I also hope
that the students of this campus will
have the good sense not to allow a
small group of disrupters to stop
such a meeting from becoming a
reality.
Roy Wells
Political Science Mentor

Bunzel, Fish
not important
Editor:
The school year has begun and
we have already heard from such
notables as Kevin Fish and John
Bunzel. We have, however, more
important issues before us than the
ramblings of the aforementioned
men.
Recently, the public began
taking an earnest look at the Bakke
decision. The Revolutionary Student
Brigade has taken an active role in
the attack of that decision. Many
persons have chosen to think of these

concerned students as publicity
seekers and ridiculous children.
Some years ago. another bunch
of
"publicity
seekers"
and
"ridiculous children"
organized
themselves to fight something they
thought unjust: a war. Several of
them died. This took place on the
campus of Kent Stale. This tragedy
shook the nation and caused many
people to realize that these men and
women had something important to
say.
Do people have to give up their
lives to validate their sincerity? I
an, not sure with which side I stand
in the Bakke decision hut I do know
that I respect the Opill 11111:4 of the
ItSli without their deaths.
What the Supreme Court will
decide is unknown to any of us but
what others have to say concerning
that deeislon must he known. If we
do not listen to another person’s
opinion we cannot call
’selves
knowledgeable because we have
chosen to ignore a valuable piece of
information: another’s thoughts and
ideas.

NlIchael Stahl
Journalism Scoph ...... on.
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Detector prevents loss
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Library alarms thieves
Exiting the SJSU library has berome a
futuristic trek
It involves walking through a metallic
bar protruding waist high from an electrical
panel.
The contraption is a 3M Company
security system recently installed to lessen
book theft, according to Kathryn Forrest.
associate director of the library.
The system, which cost more than
810.000, was installed during the last week of
May and put into service June 7.
The set-up includes two exit systems, two
gates and two book -desensitizing devices.
With this system, students do not have to
wait in line to have their possessions inspected by the clerk.
Instead of the checker at the exit like
there was last semester, there is now a
directional assistant on duty to give information to students who are unfamiliar
with the library area

Ii

Besides the convenience tor students, the
system also protects books from being stolen.
according to Forrest. because materials not
properly checked out will set off a chime and
lock the gate.
Forrest said fewer books will be removed
without being charged out
"It will save disappointment and
frustration on the part of students when items
they need are missing."
The library will be able to buy more new
books and spend less replacing items that are
already missing, according to Forrest.
However. there is an average of seven to
eight times a day when the alarm is triggered
accidentally by students who have been
studying in the library for a long time and
simply forget to check out the book or do rot
remember for a time which books belong to
them, said Jo Whitiatch, circulation director.
Sometimes a book not completely

Student chair
’affronted’ by
senate role

SPIRT/GUIDE
l’hi Epsilon Omicron.
home econiMies honor
fraternity, will have . an
open house from noon to 2
p.m.. Thursday In Home
Economics,
room 100.
be
Refreshments will
served.

Oscar Battle joins nurses in examining emergency vehicle

Medical care faster
with emergency cart
If you are walking across campus
and a small blue and gray cart with a
flashing red light blows its horn at you,
please move out of the way.
It’s probably on its way to a
carrying a
medical emergency
doctor and nurse from the Student
Health Service SHS I.
The vehicle began operation this
month. It was initiated after criticism
last year that SHS response to accidents on campus was too slow, said
Dr. Raymond Miller, SHS director.
Formerly. Miller said, when an
accident occurred, someone at the
scene would call University Police. The
police would then drive to the SHS
building on Ninth and San Carlos
streets, pick up the doctor and nurse.
and proceed to the scene. It usually took
eight to 10 minutes.
and
you’re
there,
"When
somebody’s bleeding, two or three
minutes seem like 15 minut3s," Miller
said. He claims that now, with their
own vehicle, SHS personnel are able to
respond within three to five minutes.
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The cart is on call from 7:30 a.m. to
10 p.m. daily. It is not an ambulance,
since it holds only two persons, sitting.
But its small size is ideal for quick
manuevering through the campus
sidewalks
Miller pointed out that the electrically -powered cart is not authorized
to leave the campus. Emergency calls
received by SHS from the surrounding
area are immediately relayed to the
nearest hospital.
The cart has responded to four
emergencies so far, Miller said. Two
involved pedestrians being struck by
cars, and two were bicycle accidents
Other common emergencies that occur
on campus include fainting in class.
convulsions, and injuries from sports
activities.
Every doctor and nurse at the
center has taken a defensive driving
course, Miller said. They all have
California and university driver’s
licenses authorizing them to drive the
cart.

Scholarships available
The financial Aids
Office is accepting applications for several
scholarships.
A $500 scholarship is
being offered by the Ford
Engineer
Motor Co.
Division
for full-time
freshmen, sophmores, and
juniors
majoring
In
mechanical, electrical. or
industrial engineering.
A cumulative greade
point average of 3.0 is
required for students other
than freshmen, who need a
2IS from their respective
high schools.
The deadline for application is Nov. I.

Standard Brand Inc. is
offering the
Fleishman
Scholarship for $1000 to
juniors
and
seniors
majoring In journalism and
minoring
in
home
economics
or
those
students majoring in home
economics and minoring in
journalism.
The deadline for application is Oct 21

"I feel like a token student."
That’s what Ronald Meltzer, student and chairperson
of the Academic Senate’s Student Affairs Committee, said
after he attended his first meeting of the Academic
Senate
The 20-year-old Chicago-born political science major,
who was elected last spring, said the Academic Senate is
not student-oriented.
"It is oriented to doing what the faculty wants it to
do." he said. "The faculty doesn’t relate to the students."
Meltzer’s committee is responsible for all matters
pertaining to students.
As a member of the University Communications
Board, Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, and president of an
amateur radio club, the second semester sophomore said
the senate is too time consuming and procedural.
Meltzer, a minor in radio-TV journalism, is also a disc
jockey for KPEN, an FM station. He has been in radio
since coming to California in 1972.

Take an Old Testament
Walk Through The Bible
with Campus Ambassadors
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in the
Montaivo Room.

"To be really representative, there should be a
proportional representation 101 students to faculty I on the
senate," Meltzer said.
Citing the ratio of five students to 50 faculty on the
body, he declared the students have no voice.
In addition, Meltzer said much of the work is
frustrating
"Bunzel rejects a lot of stuff and all the work is for
nothing." he said "It’s actually a puppet senate. -
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meets at 7:30 pm Thurin the Business
Classrooms faculty lounge.
Refreshments will be
served.

sday

The Siena Club will

The SJSU Folk Dance
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Friday in Women’s Gym
101,50 cents admission.

The

Marketing

ChM

meet at 730 tonight in the
S.U. Almaden Room. Officers will he elei led

Pre -washed
Denims!

Pi Sigma Alpha. national
political science honor
society, will meet at 3 p.m.
Thursday at Peanuts. First
meeting of semester, new
members welcome

The French Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. today in
Foreign Languages 7A.

Al KA’S

’9.95

Sues 26 38

at 457 E San Catlos
Ibet 10th Et 11151
279 1881

PAMLON

interim
Featuring:

Texas Instruments
AND OTHER NAME BRANDS

The outspoken student representative encourages
others with problems or questions to contact him. In
addlUon, he said there is a need tor students to till spots on
a number of senate committees.

XEROX

desensitized
the circulation desk will also
trigger the alarm. Whillatch said.
A directional assistant who serves on the
information desk between 3 and 5 p.m. said
these incidents are "truly accidental."
She said at least twice this semester she
has witnessed students going out without
knowing they are carrying library books.
"This is not a policing system." she said
"It’s just a reminder to students."
Records, tapes, cassettes and microfilms
would have to bypass the system in order not
to be damaged, according to Whitlatch. That
includes private possessions and checked-out
material.
The effect of the new system in reducing
book losses is still too early to determine,
according to Forrest. The first complete
inventory in 15 years was just finished, and
the library will not have figures on the
detection system until the next one.

CALCULATORS
DIGITAL WATCHES
DIGITAL ALARM
CLOCKS
VIDEO GAMES

SAD ’felt Jana
2051580

I 7 y r warranty on
all watches
1st Battery Change FREE
on all watches sold here.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
Will) this
coupon
72S. Ist St
Son Jose
2023134
Open Daily
10.8 p.111
Saturday
1030-6 p.in

MANY OMNI COSMETICS

BRING THIS AD

AMERICAN COPY
777R

MARY QUANT
Will Have a Make Up Artist
in the

Spartan
Bookstore

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
and Youthful Drivers

Sept. 27, 1977
from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Come in and see
BACK TO SCHOOL CAMPUS
FAVORITES FOR DAY LONG
COMFORT AND FASHION

MANY OMNI COSMETICS

289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
91 Paseo de San Antonio
(between 2nd and 3rd Sts.
by the fountain)

THE

(flee: jam

David Johnson at work

292-4864

60S. 1st., San Jose, Ca.

fiV’Sporton
Dookstote
San Jose State Urvverotv
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SPORTS
Scalpel or spirals
for QB Catanese?
Impressed with 10 of 17 fore
138 yards.
Stiles also has two
signal -callers
behind
Luther and Catanese :
senior Jim Miller and ,
Irishman
Steve
Rakhshani. At this point
Stiller seems destined I.
remain a backup and Si lies
would prefer to fetish, it
Rakhshani.
But for now, the big
decision is the fate 01
Catanese.
"Of course the first
consideration is doing c
what’s in the interests of
the young man," Stiles
said.
"Actually recishirting
an athlete- is a compliment.
you’re telling him you want
to preserve his future with
the team, although it ’s
hard for some young men
to realize. this in the midst
of ti 81.:18t011

By Gary Peterson

Sydney Br,,

Spartan scoring ace Easy Perez (no. 10) drills his second goal over Oregon Sunday. Perez, who has led the nation in scoring
of the game and fourth of the weekend in SJSU’s 7-0 romp the last two seasons, slammed two goals Friday night

Perez scores four more

Soccer team extends streak to five
ety Mark Geyer
Although it’s still a hit
early to be talking about
and
playoffs
NCAA
national championships.
the SJSU soccer team is on
the right track as the
boaters collected two more
the
during
victories

weekend. running their
winning streak to five.
The Spartans took a 4-1
decision over Cal State Hayward Friday night at
Spartan Stadium then
hosted Oregon Sunday
afternoon at Municipal
Stadium
where
they
hammered the hapless
Ducks 7-0, completing the
weekend sweep.
SJSIT, after suffering a
season opening loss to
Simon Fraser. has boosted
its record to 5-1-0.
spa Gan scoring wizard

’COPIES
overnight
3c
no minimum

K1NKO’S

123 S 3dd St.

295-4336

Residence Hall Spaces
Available Now
for men
Contact: Housing Office
277-2127
319 S. 5th Street

SPECIAL
Reprints
Color Prints
12 Exp for 2.29
3x6 for 99
20 Exp for 3.49
5x7 for 79
Prints from slides .37

Bring this coupon!
1001 Items
For Your Darkroom Needs

DISCOUNT CAMERA SALES
171 S. 3rd St., S.J.
uo r40,40.,h44,

-et-1mbPRESENTS
WINNER OF
THE HUGO AWARD
FOR SCIENCE FICTION
OF THE YEAR.

Ismael "Easy" Perez,
trying for a third straight
national scoring title,
paced the attack with two
goals in each game, increasing his season total to
seven.
Center forward Steve
Swadley started things off
Friday night when he took
a pass from John Bradley
and drilled it past Hayward
State goalie Jim Amos for
the only score of the first
half.

In Sunday’s 7-0 rout.
Bradley again set up the
opening goal when he
chipped a cross pass in
front of the Oregon net
forward
Steve
which
Sampson headed in.

Indeed. The booters’
ise-game winning streak
has been without the
outstanding play of forward Steve Ryan, suffering
from a knee injury In the
first game of the season.

Although it was all they
needed, the boaters poured
it on, having a field day
against the lackadaisical
Duck defense.

Another
starter.
sophomore Joe Silveira,
missed
both
weekend
games with a sprained
ankle he sustained in last
week’s 2-0 win over Fresno
State.
"Everybody is playing
well," Menendez said.
"The guys coming off the
bench are doing a great
job."

Bradley opened the
second half with a penalty
kick which he converted for
a 2-0 lead. The free boot
was set up when a pioneer
defender was called for
tripping Perez on a drive to
the net.
With just over 30
minutes left in the game.
Hayward State forward
Eric Nyberg returned the
favor by punching a
penalty shot past Spartan
goalie Paul Coffee, spoiling
the shut out.
Perez put the game on
ii.e with two dazzling
scores in the last seven
minutes.
giving
approximately 250 fans on
hand something to cheer
:about.
The first came on a
breakaway when Easy
one
past
dribbled
remaining defender and
slammed a left -footer
which caromed off the
upright and into the net.
Randy Bolanos passed
deep to Perez in the left
corner to set up the final
score as the highly touted
junior from Sunnyvale
drove to the middle, faked
a shot to the right corner
then lined it in with his left
foot.
The Spartans shelled
he Hayward goal with a V.
shot barrage as Amos
tallied eight saves for the
Meanwhile
Pioneers.
Coffee had an easy night,
seeing only nine Hayward
-hots as he recorded six
.1 yes.

Grid tickets
now on sale
Tickets are on sale for
Saturday’s SJSU at CalBerkeley game in the
Athletic Ticket office in
front of the men’s gym.
Student prices are $1
.ind adults are $7 50

Sean Keohone
"You could tell they’ve
they
travelling,
been
looked real tired," said
midfielder Bradley. a
Scottish -born sophomore.
Bradley tallied SJSU’s
second goal on a penalty
kick.
"Actually, we should
have scored a few more,"
he added.
The Spartans scored
twice more in the first half
with goals by Perez and
Bolanos to lead 4-0 at the
intermission.
Steve Burke and Keith
Greene tallied goals in the
second half after Easy’s
fourth goal of the weekend
to finish off the scoring.
Goalie Sean Keohane
recorded his third shut out
of the season while dealing
with only four Oregon shots
on goal
Head
coach
Julie
Menendez, who has led
SJSU
to nrne
NCAA
playoffs in the last 13
years, said that the team is
looking stronger with every
game, but has to keep
working on consistency.
"To really be considered
a good team, we have to be
consistent all the way
through,’ Menendez said.
The veteran Spartan
coach said earlier in the
season that his team is
young and enthuslastie
adding that its biggest
asset is a strong hench

Menendez mentioned
that the schedule gets
tougher as the season
progresses. The Spartans
begin
Pacific
Soccer
Conference play this week
as they face the University
of Pacific tonight in
Stockton. then return home
Friday to host Stanford.
another PSC team, in an X
p.m.
tilt at
Spartan
Stadium.
Asked about the Oct. ii
showdown with the No. I
ranked
USF
Dons.
Menendez replied, "Well. I
know they t USF I are really
something, but we can’t
overlook the three teams
we have to face before that
"We’ll just take them
one at a time," the coach
added.
As you may remember. SJSU beat the Dons 1-0
last year in double overtime, but lost to them 5-0 in
the NCAA Western finals
as USF went on to win its
second straight national
championship.
During the weekend,
1.1SF dropped a 2-1 decision
to No. 2 ranked St. Louis
University which will have
a definite effect on this
week’s
Intercollegiate
Soccer Association of
America (ISSAt top 20.
The Spartans were not
ranked last week, but are
now expected to be listed in
the week’s ratings coming
out tomorrow. SJSU was
ranked 17th on the ISSA’s
first list of the season two
weeks ago.

Whether this goes
down as the Year of the Cat
in SJSU football history is a
question now resting on the
right knee of freshman
Paul
quarterback
Catanese.
Taking over for Ed
Luther In the fourth
quarter of Saturday night’s
game against Fullerton.
Catanese showed he has
the ability to generate gobs
of excitement if given the
chance to play regularly.
The fly in the soup in
this case is the torn cartilage in his knee suffered
in preseason practice
which will eventually
require surgery.
"At this point Catanese
is a big question mark,"
head coach Lynn Stiles said
Monday. "The question is
whether he can continue to
play on the knee or not.
"The nature of the
injury is such that he can’t
do any further damage, but,
it
does
cause
some
discomfort."
In his stint against
Fullerton, Catanese rushed
four times for 53 yards.
including 30 yards on one
option play. And although
he is known more for his
running ability, he also hit
four of nine passes for 36
yards.
"Paul’s initial reaction
was ’Coach, it’s up to you,’
"Stiles said. "He’d like to
play, and we’d like to have
him play, but..."
A decision will come
sometime this week, Stiles

Avoid mess
with special
Alumni bus
Students going to the
SJSU-Cal football game
Oct. 1 can take a special
bus to Berkeley and avoid
the parking mess.
Alumni
The
Association has arranged]
for several busses to leave
campus at 10 a.m.
Cost of the trips is $5. a
box lunch Is available for
63.50 and a game ticket for
67.50. The total package is
$16 per person.
Reservations for all or
part of the ticket package
must be made by tomorroa
Alumni
the
with
For in
Association.
formation, call 277-3235.

Paul Catanese
said. If Catanese plays in
one more game. it probably
won’t be possible to red shirt him this year.
If, on the other hand.
he has an operation and sits
out the remainder of the
year after playing in only
two games, he can be
redshirted and retain four
years of football eligibility
If he plays the rest ot
this year. Stiles ha another decision to make
namely, who to go with at
quarterback. For as good
as
look iil
Catanese
Saturday. Luther
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WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM
7 8 10 P.M.
ADMISSION: $1.00

MEN 8 WOMEN BETWEEN 18 8 60
Donate Blood Plasma? Earn Cash

$15 a week to $60 a month
San Jose P!asma Center
1469 Park Ave., S.J., 998-4567

3800

Wed

Glenda Jackson in

Long Sleeve Shirts
$5.95
ban Csflos
lit-nest

Plus!!!!

4574

PUTNEY SWOPE

RAINBOW LADY

OPEN 11 AM to 7 PM

DELICIOUS FOOD ince
Rah Rowed Poutuutattfij
Slat beaded
cud Regigeted

Ree CAulauftalittil
awl riletafivie

Dacha Ift Witten
247 K. 3oul. S.9.

292-8444

"Back To School Student Special"
NEWSPRINT PADS
18 x 24
Buy I ot $2.60

the second lor 99c

Bonus. A Plastic Portfolio is yours reD with a purchase

Weekend
scoreboard
Water polo
SJSU 6. Chico St. 2; CC
Davis 8, Sat/ 7’ Cal
Berkeley Itt, SJSU 2; UCSit
14, SJSU 7.
Soccer
SJSU 4, Hayward St I .
SJSU 7. Oregon 0.
Football
Cal -State
23,
SJSU
Fullerton 12.
Cross country
Sacramento St. 20. SJSU 41)
Volleyball
I ,C -Da% is Invitational
JVs beat Berkeley twice.
lost to Sacramento St
twice; split two games with
UC-Davis; split two games
with Chico State.

of $10.00
87 VALLEY FAIR CTR.
SAN JOSE, CA. 95128
408 245 8700
365 SAN ANTONIO RD
MT. VIEW, CA. 94040
415

9e1

3600

University of San lose
Department of Spanish
Language and Literature
linens

The Dramatic Arts Group
under the direction of
FIRST ACTOR
RICARDO MONTEAVARO

A Poetry Reading

Tomorrow. . .
THE
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"LET THE DOGS BARK"
(Dojo quo lot perros lodren)
a comedy of current
interest in two sets,
by Sergio Vodonoric,
with acting by students
from 5.1.5.1i.
In honor of Director Don
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ACCENT
Fish swims outside mainstream of campus life
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By Mark F. Rosnead
"What would you do if I
told you I was gay..." the
reporter began as the
photographer pulled the
shades and closed the
bedroom door
Kevin Fish appeared
apprehensive
He didn’t know the
reporter was asking a
hypothetical
purely
the
and
question
photographer was simply
making adjustments for
better lighting.
.And I was totally
honest and moral in every
other way?" the reporter
finished his question.
"A gay may be moral
in every other aspect, but if
he’s gay, he’s totally im
moral." came Fish’s answer.
Kevin Fish was at it
again.
His earlier anti -gay
statements in a series of
letters to the Spartan Daily
had sparked controversy
on the SJSU campus and
had led to his designation
by his critics as the "Anita
Bryant of San Jose."
But .he said the comparison to the anti-gay
activist is inaccurate.
"She’s gone too far,"
Fish contended. "I would
not deprive gays of their
human rights because of
what they do."
Fish, who said he has
never - to his knowledge
- carried on a conwith
a
versation
homosexual, first became
involved with the issue of
gays on campus last spring
after an April 14 letter to
the Spartan Daily in which
he claimed his human
rights were violated by a
gay who "approached"
downtown
a
him
in
supermarket parking lot.
Fish. 24, said gays
don’t deserve the basic
human rights normally
expected by others, and
called for the disbandment
of the SJSU Gay Student
Union, which he said
"immoral ac
fosters
bony."
The letter brought a
rush of replies - mostly
Fish’s
to
opposed
statements - to the Daily
office.
Ins second letter to the
Daily - on April 22 - Fish
"apologized" for calling
for the disbandment of the
GSU, but reasserted his
contention that gays are
immoral.
controversy
The
continued to the end of the
semester.

I

gayoun

on

pla Med.

"I’m a patriot, but not
the ’love it or leave it’ type
of patriot," the Syracuse,
New York native continued. "I’m the love it and
try to improve it type."
Fish considers himself
a
"progressive"
politically, saying he is in
favor of change - but only
if that change Is for the
better.
He
called
the
Revolutionary
Student
Brigade and the Young
Socialist
Alliance
"naive.. They want to
overthrow the government
just because there are a
few things wrong. But you
don’t tear down a house
because

the

window

broken; you fix the window."
Fish, who doesn’t drink
or smoke, said he has a
"non -denominational" religious faith.
He said he opposes
pornography because it is
disrespectful of both men
and women as human
beings and is immoral.
He’s never read a
Playboy magazine or a
similar
"dirty"
publication, but said he
once received a Playboy
desk
calendar
as
a
Christmas present. He
promptly threw it away.
He once saw a feu
minutes of a pornographic’
movie at a party, but found
it objectionable and left.

is

Dressed

in

laceup

Kevin Fish: -I don’t drink. I don’t smoke. I
don’t read Playboy magazine."

WE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

, ’

LOSS

HOTLINE No
no lasting, 295 4466

Inc iynori

Fish lit the fire again
this fall in a Sept. 15 letter
lathe Daily, calling his pro
gay critics "naive and
ignorant."
He stood by his condemnation of the gays,
called SJSU’s commuting
porkers "inconsiderate,"
and expressed disgust with
people who don’t flush the
toilet after using it.
He conceded in the
letter, though, that it is
ridiculous - under any
circumstances - to flush
the toilet before using it.

The responses started
coming In again.
But the Social Science
graduate student and
holder of a degree in
history from Southern
Oregon
State
College
stands
behind
his
statements - and his
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Come in and browse
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!hot Friday, 10 to 6, 1116 Lincoln
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sale at Ski Club table, and at the
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shoes
He

merely

he

said

laughs at such statements.
"They don’t affect

me

"They’re,

he said.

at all,"

soot( base and ridiculous."
Fish

he

said

thinks

gayness is a sickness which
stems from one’s childhood
environment, but said that
- to his knowledge - he’s
a

had

never

conversation

with a homosexual.
The

only

two gays he

has met. he said, were the
two who propositioned him

and

of

whom

com

he

plained in his letters
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SECRETARIAL SERVICE

dal,

Fast
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San Jose Ann Huston. 570 3891
DEAR STUDENTS Your insurance
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FINE bedroom apt 10 share
Pool
Saratoga and 280 S170
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pants as straight and
narrow as his lifestyle,
Fish said he spends his
spare time reading history
and studying.
His heroes are John
Denver and Neil Diamond.
He finds the songs they
write meaningful, he said.
And he finds the letters
he writes necessary.
"Somebody has to
write and let people know
is not a
there
that
monolithic students’ attitude that gayism is
okay," he explained. "I’ve
talked to a lot of people win
agree with me about gays,
but nobody has spoken
out."
People have spoken out
about his letters. though.
He has, in opposing
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oppose

moral grounds - it’s
simply wrong." he contends.
Fish lives in a single
room in a downtown
boarding house. The room
is cluttered with boxes of
textbooks - The Military
and Society of Latin
America. The History of
Colonial Africa, and others.
On the wall is a shelf of
reference books - the CBS
News Almanac - and a
stack of the Spartan Dailies
in which his - and his foes’
- letters have appeared.
A box in one corner
holds an American flag.
"I keep that there to let
people who come over
know I’m loyal," he ex
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Clinics help smokers
(Continued front page I
The first week of therapy
focuses on untraining people from
thinking of a cigarette as a
"reward," according to Dawson.
During the initial phase of
therapy, clients sit in a small booth
monitored by a therapist. The client
faces a mirror. "puffing" cigarettes
in a way that will not allow them to
inhale taught to them on the first

day of therapy
As the client puffs, he is
required to go mechanically through
the motion of picking up the
cigarette, puffing and putting the
cigarette down
Each time a client takes a drag
from the cigarette, or even moves to
pick up the butt, he’ll get a zap from
electrodes strapped to his left arm
The Schick Centers LIM’ both

alternating and direct current units
to generate the shocks. Each shock
will last no longer than three -tenths
of a second, though they may be
administered in very rapid succession.
One of the alternating current
units pumps out 15,000 volts at very
low amplitude, between zero and 10
milliamps.
Common house current flows 110

Therapist ’cures’ smoking

Addiction ’easy to break’
by H. Kim Lew
Addiction is a state of mind, because being a
physical habit and the addiction to cigarettes is
one that can be overcome in one 45.minute hypnosis
session, according to Dr. Alfred Jones, a local "stop
smoking" therapist.
Jones has been practicing hypnosis as a cure for
smoking in San Jose for about 15 years, and claims
a success rate of 98 percent.
"Of all the addictions, nicotine is the easiest to
break," Jones said, "and only takes two days to
overcome."
Breaking the smoking habit may take from one
to four $35 sessions, Jones said. Biofeedback and
relaxation therapy are also used as devices to wean
stubborn nicotine addicts, along with hypnosis.
However, the 38.year-old psychologist carefully
screens clients, and tends to take individuals with
certain characteristics.
"I prefer clients 35 years old and up, who smoke
two to three packs a day, and have been smoking 20
or more years," Jones said, "because by that time
they have become so disgusted that it is very easy
for them to quit."
It may be that an element of ease is essential to
this form of therapy because it involves an individual’s openness to suggestion.
Jones listed the elements of his consultation as:
Learning about the history of the smoker
such as how long he had been smoking, and whether
it was a continuous habit.
Explaining in detail how to enjoy not smoking.
Teaching the client certain "exercises" to
diminish habitual cravings, using biofeedback and
relaxation techniques
pooled from such

disciplines as transcendental meditation and yoga.
And finally introducing non-smoking "enjoyment" suggestions to the individual while he is in
an hypnotic state.
Biofeedback is used extensively by Jones and
his partner. Or. Warren Woodmansee, before and
after hypnosis, Jones said.
Biofeedback monitors galvanic skin resistance,
according to Jones. somewhat as lie detectors do
They indicate the type of brain waves being emitted
by a person’s mind.
When a biofeedback monitor is registering low
and slow impulses, the mind is in a relatively
relaxed state and is more susceptible to hypnosis.
Following hypnosis, biofeedback and relaxation
techniques are important to the client to monitor his
own feelings of anxiety concerning not smoking and
his cravings to start over again. Jones said.
The hypnosis involves a process called
"progressive relaxation," according to Jones.
During the process, the hypnotists watch a
biofeedback monitor attached to the client until he
is in a very relaxed state, and then make
suggestions to the client telling him that he will
no longer desire to smoke and espousing the
benefits of the non-smoker reality.
Jones does not play a "role" when he hypnotizes
clients, because an "affected" voice is "not real,"
but instead tries to "act natural."
"Hypnosis is an altered state of awareness,"
Jones said "You’re hypnotized when you’re at the
movies, watching television or driving down the
freeway.
"When you’re hypnotized, you’re concentrating
on what the hypnotist says." he explained

GSU offers gays friendship
(Continued front page Ii
"Like one night in San Francisco. me and a friend were standing
in line to watch ’Star Wars.’ All the
straights were standing around
hugging and kissing. So me and the
guy I was with figured what the hell,
and started going at it."
Mark, an industrial design
junior. said. "I came here to find a
room to rent. I was late signing up

or school, so I talked to some
friends and decided to try here. Now
I’ve got a place to live."

months now. It’s a good group. I get
good vibes here
they’re more into
people orientation."

One of the older members attending was Bill, a 45-year-old
business manager for an electronics
firm in Sunnyvale. He had also spent
23 years in the Army, and retired as
a major.

Has he ever thought of coming
out?

"I’ve been coming here for eight

"Not with the type of job I have.
It’s too tough with -a security
clearance and all. Things are
starting to loosen up a little bit, but
not enough for me to try that.

pol

volts at 60 amps. It is the low amperage which makes the Schick
shocks relatively harmless.
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The electrical impulses are
somewhere between "painful and
extremely uncomfortable." Dawson
said. Clients receive the treatments
for about half an hour each day for
the first five days.
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"There is a threshold of effectiveness." Dawson said. "and a
client can only take so much in one
day or you’ll burn him out."
In other words, continued
shocking will only irritate the client
and would not effectively deter him
from smoking.
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This initial treatment is aimed
at the "non-reasoning" primitive
part of the brain, also known as the
medulla, according to Dawson.
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As the client gets his intermittent shocks, he sits before a
heap of cigarette debris
butts,
ashes and burnt matches
piled as
an aid to "flood his senses" with
negatives.

110
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The habit of cigarette smoking
has a minimal physical addiction
which generally subsides within the
first two days after smoking has
been discontinued, according to
Dawson.
"This physical addiction
been overrated," he said.

has

The second segment of the
method involves familiarizing the
clients with how to cope with quit.
ling, teaching them relaxation
techniques and introducing them to
positive feedback in group in.
teraction with other people also
kicking the habit.
The Schick Centers are also
using clients as "guinea pigs" to
determine the "optimum" voltage
needed to break the smoking habit
and not make clients paranoid about
cigarettes, according to Dawson,
who holds a bachelors degree in
psychology and a degree in law from
Western University in Orange
County.
"What we do does not make it
impossible for someone to smoke,"
the 28-year-old director said. "That
would be as bad as not being able to
stop smoking.
"Some people want us to make it
impossible, but they need to be able
to make their own decisions,"
The center in San Jose sees
about 12 people per week, Dawson
said, and has an overall success rate
of about 76 percent.

The Schick Center shock console, foreground, gives non-smoking
technician Lacee Beard 15,030 volts when she puffs, simulating a
clinic client.

This statistical measure of
success includes a 90 percent suc
cess rate for people who stick out the
full program, and a 40 percent rate
for those who refuse the eight-week
group therapy after undergoing the
five-day series of shock treatments
"Percentages for success can $te
very misleading," according to
Dawson, because you can make
them say almost anything.
The
Schick
Centers also
guarantee their services, and if a
client can’t quit smoking the first
time, he can come back to take the
shock treatments and follow-up

sessions free of charge at any of the
Schick Centers, Dawson said.
The center on Winchester is
carpeted with a lavish orange pile
rug. The office still smells fresh with
newness, except for the shock
rooms.
That lingering newness may be
due to the rule of no smoking by
employees, one stiffly enforced, and
definitely grounds for termination.
according to Dawson a smoker for
10 years before coming to the Schick
Center.
All six of the therapists at the
San Jose office are former smokers.
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WATCH FOR OUR SPECTACULAR RECORD AND TAPE SALE BEGINNING
OCTOBER 10 AT THE SPARTAN BOOK STORE
THOUSANDS OF LP’S
AND TAPES SPECIALLY PRICED WILL BE ON SALE FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
1 FREE HIT LP TO BE GIVEN AWAY EVERY HOUR FROM 8 AM TO 5 Pm!
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